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ABSTRACT
Scalable distributed dataflow systems have recently experienced
widespread adoption, with commodity dataflow engines such as
Hadoop and Spark, and even commodity SQL engines routinely
supporting increasingly sophisticated analytics tasks (e.g., support
vector machines, logistic regression, collaborative filtering). How-
ever, these systems’ synchronous (often Bulk Synchronous Parallel)
dataflow execution model is at odds with an increasingly important
trend in the machine learning community: the use of asynchrony
via shared, mutable state (i.e., data races) in convex programming
tasks, which has—in a single-node context—delivered noteworthy
empirical performance gains and inspired new research into asyn-
chronous algorithms. In this work, we attempt to bridge this gap by
evaluating the use of lightweight, asynchronous state transfer within
a commodity dataflow engine. Specifically, we investigate the use
of asynchronous sideways information passing (ASIP) that presents
single-stage parallel iterators with a Volcano-like intra-operator it-
erator that can be used for asynchronous information passing. We
port two synchronous convex programming algorithms, stochastic
gradient descent and the alternating direction method of multipli-
ers (ADMM), to use ASIPs. We evaluate an implementation of
ASIPs within on Apache Spark that exhibits considerable speedups
as well as a rich set of performance trade-offs in the use of these
asynchronous algorithms.
1. INTRODUCTION
The recent rise of large-scale distributed dataflow frameworks has
enabled widespread adoption of increasingly sophisticated analytics
tasks at scale [11, 23, 37, 46, 84]. The last decade has seen consider-
able research and industrial effort put towards understanding how
to integrate complex analytics and learning tasks into programmer
workflows [43, 85], existing system architectures [26, 32], and new
cluster compute frameworks [44, 72].
Simultaneously, in the machine learning community, the statis-
tical nature of many of these analytics tasks has led to increasing
interest in exploiting asynchrony during computation. That is, a
range of recent theoretical results has demonstrated that removing
synchronization within an emerging class of problems can yield
surprising improvements in performance. These problems can be
solved via highly concurrent update mechanisms that expose, in
effect, read-write race conditions [24, 50, 67]. As an example, Recht
et al. have demonstrated that stochastic gradient descent—typically
implemented via serializable locking (and only proven to converge
under serial execution)—can be made robust against asynchronous
processing over shared, mutable model state: in effect, when con-
flicts are rare (enough), (some) staleness and data races will not af-
fect statistical correctness [63]. Empirically, on single-node systems,
these asynchronous algorithms have yielded order-of-magnitude im-
provements in performance and are the subject of active research,
even within the database community [26, 87, 89].
Unfortunately, these two trends stand in opposition. Architec-
turally, commodity distributed dataflow systems such as Hadoop
and Spark are optimized for coarse-grained (often bulk synchronous
parallel [74]) data transformations and are not designed to natively
provide the fine-grained communication required for efficient asyn-
chronous analytics tasks. Consequently, evaluation of these new
asynchronous algorithms have been largely confined to single-node,
multi-processor (and NUMA) context [63, 87]: it is relatively un-
known how the increased latency of a distributed environment im-
pacts their performance and correctness guarantees. The technologi-
cal trajectory outlined by recent research suggests a divide between
widely-deployed dataflow-based cluster compute frameworks and
specialized asynchronous optimization mechanisms, which largely
rely on a shared memory abstraction [34, 48, 71].
In this work, we study this disconnect by addressing two key
questions. First, can increasingly ubiquitous dataflow systems be
easily adapted to support asynchronous analytics tasks? Second,
in a distributed dataflow environment, what are the benefits (and
costs) of these asynchronous algorithms compared with existing syn-
chronous implementations? We present the design and evaluation of
a simple dataflow operator that i.) enables implementation of asyn-
chronous complex statistical analytics (primarily, convex program-
ming tasks, including Support Vector Machines and Logistic Re-
gression [13]) yet ii.) is implementable using a commodity dataflow
engine (Apache Spark). We use this operator to study the impli-
cations of bringing distributed asynchrony to two classic convex
programming procedures: stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [13]
and alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [12]. This
juxtaposition of traditional BSP systems and algorithms with their
incipient asynchronous counterparts yields an opportunity to study
the differences between these paradigms.
To address the first, architectural question, we codify and exploit
a common pattern in asynchronous analytics tasks. We observe that,
on a single machine, these tasks can be cast as single-stage parallel
dataflow, with shared memory acting as a communication channel
between operators. Therefore, to allow asynchronous data sharing
during distributed operation, we introduce the Asynchronous Side-
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ways Information Passing (ASIP) pattern, in which a set of shared-
nothing, data-parallel operators are provided access to a special
communication channel, called a ASIP iterator, that allows fine-
grained communication across concurrent operator instances. The
ASIP iterator abstracts the details of distribution and routing (similar
to the exchange operator; Section 7) and allows fine-grained com-
munication across operators as in sideways information passing [39].
This enables our target convex programming routines to take advan-
tage of asynchrony within more general purpose distributed dataflow
systems. We present the design and implementation of a prototype
ASIP ASIP iterator system in Apache Spark and discuss the chal-
lenges arising from fault tolerance and scheduling. Notably, in our
implementation, the bulk of data transfer and computation occurs
via the primary iterator interface, exploiting Apache Spark’s strength
of efficient parallel computation, while, in the convex optimization
routines we study, the ASIP iterator acts as a “control plane” for
facilitating fine-grained model synchronization.
To address the second, more algorithmic question, we evaluate
the costs and benefits of distributed, asynchronous execution within
two common analytics tasks. We first extend BSP SGD (as pro-
vided natively in Spark via MLlib [72]) to ASIP gradient descent,
using the ASIP iterator to ship fine-grained delta-encoded model up-
dates between operators (approximating a well-studied but—to our
knowledge—seldom empirically evaluated algorithm known as dual
averaging [24]). We also extend BSP ADMM to the ASIP setting,
using the ASIP iterator to ship actual models between parallel opera-
tors and leveraging Escrow-like divergence control [57,58] to bound
drift imposed by asynchrony. Across a range of learning tasks, both
ASIP algorithms demonstrate speedups of up to two orders of mag-
nitude compared to their BSP counterparts. However, the two ASIP
algorithms evince a careful trade-off between speed and safety: the
fast delta updates of ASIP GD are remarkably efficient when data
is well-behaved but can cause instability in pathological workloads.
In contrast, ASIP ADMM behaves well across workloads but is
generally slower. To the best of our knowledge, this evaluation is
the first apples-to-apples comparison of these techniques at scale in
a distributed setting and on real-world data.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We present a distributed dataflow operator providing intra-
operator sideways information passing that is sufficient to
implement asynchronous convex optimization routines within
existing dataflow systems.
• We present the design and implementation of two asyn-
chronous convex programming routines—gradient descent
and ADMM—within the ASIP operator, drawing on the
theoretical machine learning literature when possible.
• We evaluate the costs and benefits of asynchronous convex
programming via ASIP within Apache Spark and demonstrate
improvements in convergence rates via the use of asynchrony
across a range of workloads.
2. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
The increasingly common collection of “Big Data”—or large
datasets—and use of large-scale cluster compute frameworks have
enabled the adoption of an increasingly sophisticated array of com-
plex analytics tasks at unprecedented scale (Section 7). In this
section, we provide brief background on a large class of complex
analytics tasks: statistical optimization via convex programming.
We outline traditional and emerging solutions for these tasks and
discuss the resulting architectural and algorithmic tensions.
2.1 Our Goal: Statistical Optimization
While statistical analytics takes a variety of forms, a large class of
popular tasks can be categorized as statistical optimization problems
of the form:
minimize
wrt. w
f (w) :=
1
|D| ∑r∈D
loss(w,r)+λ reg(w)
subject to w ∈ C
(1)
That is for some dataset D (of size n = |D|) we want to find the
value of w ∈ Rd (e.g., a model) that minimizes the loss function
loss : (Rn,D)→ R (e.g., a measure of the error on a data point)
plus a regularization function reg : Rn→ R that penalizes complex
models. The parameter λ controls the tradeoff between accurately
fitting the data and overfitting the model to the provided data. In
general, w may be constrained to lie in some convex set C (e.g., the
set of feasible combinations of guns and butter). In this work we
will focus the unconstrained setting C = Rd .
For example, in portfolio optimization, the loss function might
encode the expected (negative) payoff of a stock portfolio w, the
regularization function might encode some measure of risk, and the
constraints could correspond to a limited budget. Alternatively, in
many machine learning and analytics applications, the loss function
encodes the prediction error (e.g., squared error) of a model w ac-
cording to a training setD, the reg function prevents overfitting, and
the constraints C may impose positivity on the weights to preserve
some notion of end-user model interpretability.
In this work, we specifically focus on convex programming
problems—that is, problems for which the solution space is
shaped such that any local minimum is also a global minimum.
This convexity allows us to make strong guarantees about the
theoretical behavior of tasks such as logistic regression, support
vector machines, and portfolio optimization. Convex optimization
represents a well-studied research area in the mathematical
optimization community (Boyd [13] provides a good technical
reference). While many useful statistical analytics tasks—like deep
learning, factor model fitting, and LMF recommendation—are
non-convex, solvers for convex programming tasks like those we
study here are often used to achieve approximations for these
problems [22, 26, 63].
2.2 Convex Programming and Asynchrony
The convex optimization literature contains numerous techniques
and associated theoretical analyses for solving convex programs.
Here, we present intuition behind one common convex program
solver and common and emerging strategies for parallelizing it.
As a guiding example, consider the gradient descent algorithm.
Gradient descent iteratively moves through the solution space by
repeatedly evaluating the rate of change, or gradient, at the current
solution and greedily taking steps towards solutions in the “steepest”
direction (measured by calculating the derivative of the objective
function). For readers familiar with hill climbing algorithms, gradi-
ent descent is effectively hill climbing (descending) while changing
all variables at once according the direction of steepest descent. A
popular variant of gradient descent is stochastic gradient descent
(SGD), which evaluates the gradient by only looking at a random
subset of the data before taking a step, in effect reducing the total
number of scans over the data.
Theory: Serial algorithms. In the theoretical literature (and in the
simplest case), gradient descent and SGD are typically expressed
as serial algorithms. This is because the gradient calculation at
each step is immediately dependent on the calculation from the
previous step. Moreover, a serial execution also simplifies analysis
of convergence and runtime.
BSP: Batched intermediate computation. If we wish to use an
algorithm like SGD on large datasets, it would be advantageous to
parallelize the calculation. A classic technique—adopted by large-
scale machine learning frameworks such as MLbase/MLlib [43]—is
mini-batch gradient descent in which, at each step, the average
gradient is calculated in parallel for a random subset of the data
and then applied to the previous best solution. This is, in effect,
BSP execution, with the gradient evaluation done in parallel and the
actual gradient step performed serially.
Asynchrony: Breaking the barrier. Recent work in the machine
learning community has examined an alternative approach: instead
of simply parallelizing gradient computation, a set of parallel solvers
proceeds entirely concurrently, relying on asynchronous communica-
tion of intermediate gradient steps. As an example, the HOGWILD!
implementation of SGD places a single copy of the model in the
memory of a multi-core server and runs multiple worker processes
that simultaneously run gradient steps in parallel [63]. Each gradient
update may partially or completely overwrite or be overwritten by
another solver’s update, leading to non-serializable execution. How-
ever, empirically, this “lock-free” approach can deliver substantial
speedups over serializable mechanisms like locking. Dropping syn-
chronization barriers improves performance without compromising
correctness (at least on a single machine).
The rationale behind HOGWILD! is that, with sufficiently rare
conflicts and sufficiently fast communication (i.e., cache coherency
delays on the order of tens or hundreds of cycles), correctness can
still be guaranteed—even theoretically. The statistical robustness
inherent in the SGD algorithm as well as limited read/write inconsis-
tency still leads to a good solution—without incurring the overhead
of more coordination-intensive approaches like BSP or locking.
This asynchronous approach has recently been applied to diverse
problems including coordinate descent, deep learning, and portfolio
optimization [24, 26, 50, 67, 87]. A burgeoning cottage industry of
machine learning researchers has begun to extend asynchronous
execution strategies to an increasing number of optimization tasks.
2.3 Asynchrony and Big Data Systems
While the benefits offered by asynchrony are compelling, they
are currently at odds with the dominant class of large-scale data pro-
cessing systems. The architectural underpinnings of systems such
as Spark, Hadoop, and Tez favor large-scale, bulk data movement
and transformation via shared-nothing parallel dataflow. The fine-
grained communication required by this new class of asynchronous
algorithms is largely unsupported by these system architectures and
implementations.
In response, the machine learning community has begun to ex-
plore alternative abstractions and systems to leverage asynchrony.
For example, in a many-core NUMA setting, DimmWitted [87]
exposes a range of options for asynchronous data sharing, including
both shared-nothing and shared-model communication and outper-
forms general cluster compute frameworks like Spark by orders of
magnitude. In a distributed context, we similarly observe a shift
towards specialized solutions: several recent proposals resemble dis-
tributed shared memory—in effect, specialized key-value stores that
serve as a point of rendezvous for parallel worker tasks (Section 7).
In this paper, we question this need to abandon general-purpose
parallel frameworks like Apache Spark and Hadoop when perform-
ing asynchronous statistical optimization in the distributed setting.
Specifically, to retain the strengths, considerable engineering in-
vestments, and, pragmatically, large (and growing) install bases of
these frameworks we develop a method to enable asynchronous
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Figure 1: ASIP Iterator Architecture. A set of shared-nothing
dataflow operators communicate asynchronously via a shared
ASIP iterator, allowing efficient and concise implementation
of complex analytics tasks without compromising the core
dataflow abstraction.
convex programming within a general-purpose distributed dataflow
framework. Somewhat surprisingly, enabling these optimization
tasks only requires a minor change to their popular BSP-like itera-
tor interface. However, this in turn raises several new challenges,
including support for fault tolerance and efficient task scheduling.
In the process of evaluating our implementation, we provide the
first direct evaluation of several asynchronous convex programming
techniques in a single distributed environment. While there has been
strong interest in the multi-core setting, with excellent experimental
evaluations such as [87], there is a currently lack of understanding
of the benefits of asynchrony in the distributed setting, which is
often less well-behaved than the single-node context under which
the assumptions in the theoretical analysis are more likely to apply.
For example, we are not aware of a comparison between, say, Spark
or Hadoop, and asynchronous SGD on more than one server. With
few exceptions, it is largely unknown what benefits (or costs) asyn-
chronous tasks will bring in a practical distributed environment. This
task is more algorithmic in nature but is crucial to understanding the
utility of the systems challenges we address.
3. THE ASIP PROGRAMMING MODEL
In this section, we introduce the ASIP programming model—a
modest modification to sideways information passing that recon-
ciles asynchronous convex programming tasks and iterator-based
dataflow programs. Using the interface from this section, we will
implement ASIP algorithms for two (previously) synchronous dis-
tributed convex programs in the next section and defer discussion of
architectural and implementation details until Section 5.
3.1 A Common Programming Pattern
To begin, we observe that asynchronous optimization rou-
tines frequently embody a common pattern: a set of otherwise
shared-nothing solvers operate in parallel while periodically
sharing progress via a common communication channel. In a
single-machine setting, this point of rendezvous is most often a
shared weight vector, with the communication being performed by
the CPU cache coherence protocol. For example, in HOGWILD!
SGD, parallel solvers process separate partitions of input (e.g.,
training examples), repeatedly and independently of one another,
save for their model state—which is shared across all solvers.
In a dataflow-based programming model, this shared state
presents an obstacle to distributing these asynchronous solvers.
Unlike a single machine, a distributed dataflow engine has no
natural point of rendezvous for asynchronous, in-band solver
communication. We opt for an iterator-based approach in order to
preserve compatibility with existing dataflow-based runtimes and
programs. This explicit control over remote operations makes their
cost explicit within the programming model [29]: in the distributed
environment, communication is expensive, and the desirable
properties of shared memory programming as in HOGWILD! are
negated. Specifically, latency (and therefore staleness) is higher,
data exchange is substantially more expensive due to serialization
and networking overheads, and communication no longer comes for
“free,” (i.e., provided by the underlying hardware [62, 76]). In this
section, we describe a simple modification to sideways information
passing that allows us to make this distributed asynchronous
iteration possible.
3.2 The ASIP Interface
The Asynchronous Sideways Information Passing (ASIP) pattern
provides a single-operator dataflow interface offering asynchronous
intra-operator communication via fine-grained iterator-based mes-
sage transfer (Figure 1). Specifically, ASIP augments the stan-
dard dataflow iterator interface (requiring the implementation of a
pull-based next() method) with a special shared communication
channel—the ASIP iterator [28] (ASIP).1 Each implementation of a
ASIP iterator can use this ASIP iterator to communicate with other
instances of the same ASIP iterator running in the same stage of
the physical dataflow graph. Thus, as the name suggests, ASIP is a
natural extension of sideways information passing (SIP) [39], albeit
applied to asynchronous communication.
In contrast with traditional dataflow models, under which operator
outputs are routed to successive stages in the dataflow execution
graph, ASIP outputs are routed to other instances of physical opera-
tors within the same stage, ASIP to typical dataflow.2 Like the ex-
change operator [28], the exact details of cross-operator distribution
and physical layout are opaque to the operator implementation [29].
Instead, programmers using ASIP implementers can simply treat
the ASIP iterator as a special operator from which they can send
and receive intermediate data from concurrently-executing physical
operator instances within the same datflow stage.
Unlike a BSP model, in which communication between operators
is delayed until the end of each process’s pass through its partition
data, under ASIP, processes communicate asynchronously via ASIP.
Thus, ASIP adapts the BSP model by eliminating the explicit syn-
chronous barrier in each step of computation and instead allows
individual steps to proceed out of phase (Figure 2).
For now, we restrict our attention to simple, best-effort, uniform
broadcast communication (see Section 5). However, like exchange
and other uses of SIPs, the actual instantiation and configuration
of the ASIP iterator can be controlled by the run-time system or,
if desirable, by user code. Notably, since poll does not support
blocking, a ASIP iterator instance need not actually run in parallel
in order to produce output. As we discuss in Section 7, this interface
also resembles a restricted version of a Fjord [54].
We present the actual ASIP interface in Table 1. In addition to a
standard input iterator (child) supporting a standard next() call,
a ASIP operator implementation requires a second input, ASIP,
representing the ASIP iterator. Using ASIP, a ASIP iterator instance
can both perform non-blocking reads (via poll) and send messages
(via push) to other physical instances of the same iterator.
To demonstrate the use of the ASIP interface for asynchronous
convex programming tasks, in the next section, we port two parallel
BSP learning tasks to the ASIP model. We will discuss the actual
1In contrast with traditional dataflow, where data is pulled from the “bottom”
to the “top” of the dataflow graph, the ASIP iterator allows both push and pull
data transfers from “side” to “side”—that is, perpendicular to primary data
flow. This is similar in spirit to Sideways Information Passing (Section 7)
and is captured by a simple and familiar interface: the iterator.
2It is conceivable that ASIP outputs might be routed towards multiple, dif-
ferent operators. However, in our study of convex programming applications
here, we did not encounter such a requirement, which simplified much of
the design of our prototype ASIP implementation. We view such extensions
as worthwhile future work.
TIME
(a) Traditional BSP
TIME
(b) ASIP
Figure 2: Communication patterns for BSP and ASIP. Time
runs from left to right, with barriers illustrated as vertical
black bars and local computation as colored blocks.
ASIP Operator Inputs Operational Description
Input: child Access to preceding iterator
.next(): record Fetch next tuple
Input: ASIP Intra-operator communication
.push(m: msg) Send message to others
.poll(): msg Non-blocking receive
Table 1: ASIP Programming Model. Each ASIP operator pro-
vides an implementation of the next() interface using the listed
inputs above: a standard input iterator and a ASIP iterator for
intra-operator communication.
implementation of an ASIP, including distribution, message delivery,
and fault-tolerance mechanisms in Section 5.
4. PROGRAMMING WITH ASIP
With the ASIP interface in hand, we now demonstrate how to port
two popular BSP convex programming algorithms to ASIP. Our goal
is to demonstrate how ASIP can facilitate asynchronous analytics,
and not to innovate on new machine learning algorithms. In this
section, we present intuition and pseudocode for each. For interested
readers, we provide a more mathematically rigorous treatment in
the appendix.
4.1 ASIP Stochastic Gradient Descent
As we discussed in Section 2, stochastic gradient descent is a
popular algorithm for convex programming due to both its relative
simplicity and robust behavior in practice. Moreover, the literature
already provides evidence of the power of asynchronous SGD in the
single-machine case [63, 87]. Therefore, SGD makes an excellent
candidate for evaluation in a distributed dataflow system.
We begin with the traditional, BSP-based SGD and remove its
synchronous barrier. Recall that in BSP-based SGD, we compute
a gradient for a number of samples in parallel, then synchronously
collect and sum the gradients before taking a step. In ASIP-based
SGD (ASIP-SGD), we avoid this blocking and instead allow indi-
vidual parallel workers to proceed in parallel—conceptually, just
like HOGWILD!, albeit with explicit state transfer between workers.
To facilitate information transfer between workers without block-
ing, ASIP-SGD makes use the ASIP ASIP iterator. A direct ASIP
interpretation of HOGWILD! would simply push each update onto
ASIP and poll on ASIP for new updates, blindly applying them
to local model state—in effect, approximating read-write shared
memory that is replicated with each worker. However, this is po-
tentially unwise: in addition to serialization overheads, the latency
of distributed ASIP messaging is orders of magnitude (hundreds to
tens of thousands of times) slower than cache coherency protocols,
increasing the chance of solver divergence in the event of conflicting
updates. Instead, ASIP-SGD workers push their gradients to ASIP
Algorithm 1 ASIP-SGD
ASIP Input
input: random access to partition’s training data, ASIP: iterator queue,
commRate: minimum communication time
ASIP Iterator
1: w ∈ Rd : model← 0
2: t ∈ I: integer← 1
3: for t← 1 . . .T do
4: while ∆← ASIP.poll() is not null do
5: w← w− η√t ∆
6: (x, label)← random element of input
7: ∆← ∇w loss(w,(x, label))+λ∇w reg(w)
8: w← w− η√t ∆
9: if commRate has elapsed then
10: ASIP.push(∆)
11: return w
Algorithm 2 ASIP-ADMM
ASIP Input
input: random access to partition’s training data, ASIP: iterator queue,
commRate: minimum communication time
ASIP Iterator
1: w ∈ Rd : primal← 0
2: µ ∈ Rd : dual← 0
3: w¯ ∈ Rd : primal avg. ← 0
4: µ¯ ∈ Rd : dual avg. ← 0
5: z ∈ Rd : consensus← 0
6: for k← 1 . . .K do
7: t ∈ I: integer← 1
8: while change in w > ε do . Solve the primal
9: (x, label)← random element of input
10: w← w− η√t (∇w loss(w,(x, label))+µ+ρ (w− z))
11: if commRate has elapsed then
12: ASIP.push((w−wold,µ−µold))
13: wold← w; µold← µ
14: while (∆w¯,∆µ¯ )← ASIP.poll() is not null do
15: w¯← w¯−∆w¯
16: µ¯ ← µ¯−∆µ¯
17: z← argminz λ reg(z)+ z
T pρ
2 (z−2w¯− µ¯) . Consensus update
18: µ ← µ+ρ (w− z) . Update the dual
19: return w¯
and, upon receipt of a new gradient (via poll), apply the gradient
(i.e., add it) to their current model.
In the appendix, we compare this algorithm with a recently pro-
posed distributed optimization technique (with well-understood
theoretical—if not empirically-studied—properties) called dual av-
eraging [24]. In practice, we found that the ASIP-SGD algorithm
described here performs slightly better (and is easier to explain). Our
ASIP implementation of SGD requires models to be fully replicated,
but we discuss partial replication in the next section.
4.2 ASIP ADMM
As a second mechanism for study, we examine the Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers, or ADMM, a popular synchronous
and distributed convex programming routine from the optimization
literature [12]. Given an objective function of the form in Eq. (1),
ADMM repeatedly invokes (via BSP) a partitioned set of local
solvers (say, a single-site implementation of SGD) with a modified,
decomposable version of the original convex programming problem.
By carefully manipulating this objective, ADMM iteratively guides
each local solver towards an consistent global optimum.
Theory. We can rewrite the original convex programming problem
Eq. (1) as the equivalent problem:
minimize
wrt. w1,...,wp,z
λ reg(z)+
1
|D|
p
∑
i=1
∑
r∈Di
loss(wi,r)+
ρ
2
‖wi− z‖22
subject to ∀i : wi = z
(2)
where we have introduced a separate variable wi ∈ Rd for each of
the p machines, a consensus variable z ∈ Rd , and required that all
variables have exactly the same value wi = z. As a consequence,
the additional quadratic penalty term ρ2 ‖wi− z‖22 = 0 and therefore
plays no role in the final answer. However, this seemingly super-
fluous transformation accomplishes two important goals. First, the
introduction of a separate variable wi for each machine allows us
to apply Lagrangian dual techniques to alternate between solving
each sub-problem in isolation and then adjusting the consensus
value z and a dual penalty term to ensure that the independent so-
lutions eventually agree. Second, the additional quadratic penalty
term smooths each of the sub-problems by the constant ρ enabling
efficient subproblem solvers and stabilizing the solution.
The resulting algorithm can be neatly cast into the two phases of
the BSP model. In the first phase, each machine operates in isolation
by updating the dual variables µk based on the previous consensus
value:
µk+1i ← µki +ρ(wki − zk) (3)
and then resolving the augmented sub-problem:
wk+1i ← argminw
1
|Di| ∑r∈Di
loss(w,r)+
ρ
2
‖w−zk‖22+(w−zk)T µk+1
(4)
The dual update in Eq. (3) essentially increases the cost of disagree-
ing with the consensus value by the constant ρ in the direction of
disagreement. In the synchronization phase of the BSP model, the
latest solutions for all wi and µi are used to recompute the consensus
value z:
zk+1← argmin
z
λ reg(z)+
zT pρ
2
(
z−2w¯k+1− µ¯k+1
)
(5)
where w¯k+1 and µ¯k+1 are the average values of wk+1i and µ
k+1
i
across all the machines. For most regularization functions Eq. (5)
can be computed analytically. For example in the commonly used
L2 regularization (reg(z) = ‖z‖22) the solution to Eq. (5) is simply:
zk+1← ρ p
λ +ρ p
(
w¯k+1 +
1
ρ
µ¯k+1
)
a weighted combination of the primal and dual averages.
Intuition. This somewhat complicated-looking algorithm actually
has a simple interpretation. Each solver is given the original ob-
jective function with two useful terms attached. The former, the
consensus term ( ρ2 ‖wi− zk‖22), penalizes the new local solution (wi)
for deviating from the previous round’s average of solutions, zk.
We want the local sub-problem to be able to move (otherwise, no
progress would be possible). However, to keep the solver from mov-
ing too far, ADMM attaches a quadratic penalty (the exact penalty is
scaled by a tuning parameter ρ). In effect, the consensus term limits
divergence by acting as a rubber band: local solvers can move from
the previous average, but they will be increasingly penalized for
doing so. The latter Lagrangian term, µk(wi− zk), pushes solvers
towards convergence by effectively tilting the solution space based
on prior iterations. The Lagrangian variable, µk, is a vector that acts
as a price of deviating and helps direct the local solver.
As further intuition, the ADMM consensus term effectively keeps
the local solvers from deviating too far from one another, while the
Lagrangian helps the local solvers move towards a good solution
based on prior progress. In a sense, ADMM acts like the Escrow
transaction method and the demarcation protocol from traditional
transaction processing: individual solvers “agree” not to deviate too
far (due to the quadratic penalty).
Implementation. Constructing a ASIP variant of the ADMM algo-
rithm (ASIP-ADMM as illustrated in Alg. 2) is relatively straight-
forward: we again break down the BSP barrier required between
primal and dual stages and allow solvers to proceed in parallel. After
solving its kth primal stage, each local solver performs a push of
its current model and issues a set of poll requests to receive other
solvers’s most recent primal variables and update the consensus and
Lagrangian terms before continuing.
While ADMM has been studied extensively in the theoretical
literature [12], its empirical benefits in the distributed setting have
not been well-studied. Moreover, ASIP-ADMM is reminiscent of
proposals for asynchronous ADMM [38, 80], none of which have
been empirically evaluated.
5. EMBEDDING ASIP WITHIN SPARK
Having introduced the ASIP interface and two applications, we
turn our attention to the problem of actually implementing the ASIP
abstraction within a distributed dataflow system. The relatively
simple ASIP interface exposes a wide design space for underlying
implementations; in this section, we discuss several dimensions of
this design space as well as our experiments implementing a ASIP
prototype on top of Apache Spark.
5.1 Basic ASIP and Dataflow Integration
A primary goal of this work is to introduce asynchronous commu-
nication with existing dataflow systems. Our proposed answer—the
ASIP model, and, in particular, the use of the ASIP operator—
poses challenges to implementation in a synchronous distributed
dataflow system such as Hadoop or Spark. One could simulate
an ASIP-like operation by discretely time-stepping via individual
BSP rounds [14, 79]. However, this is conceptually at odds with
the asynchronous nature of the tasks we study here and potentially
expensive for fine-grained messaging in a distributed setting.
Instead, the most straightforward integration with an existing
dataflow system is to provide a communication layer between par-
allel dataflow tasks via the local network. One generic strategy for
doing so is to simply open sockets between all concurrent ASIP
operators and provide a thin implementation of the ASIP inter-
face, similar to implementations of Hadoop AllReduce [44]. This
requires knowledge of the physical ASIP operator instances, but
this knowledge—modulo fault-tolerance and scheduling, discussed
below—is often available from the cluster scheduler.
Our prototype ASIP implementation resides within Apache Spark,
a memory-optimized dataflow engine [84]. In our implementation,
we forego the complexity of a socket-based interface and instead
leverage Spark’s existing actor-based control channel. That is, Spark
maintains a communications network that is used for cluster mainte-
nance and scheduling, based on Akka’s Actor system. To implement
ASIP ASIP, we register a per-ASIP operator actor instance with each
partition within Spark and obtain actor references for all other paral-
lel ASIP operator instances. The ASIP actor within Spark facilitates
both push—via one-way messages to other actors—and poll—via
an in-actor message queue that is appended to upon message receipt.
In summary, given an input Spark RDD (a table) partitioned across
machines, we add an additional mapPartitions call to create and
register ASIP actors within Spark for each partition and then in turn
expose the ASIP iterator to the ASIP operator logic.
5.2 Scheduling Parallel ASIP Operators
In a departure from traditional cluster scheduling, asynchronous
parallel learning tasks must execute concurrently. That is, to per-
form asynchronous learning, operators must be able to exchange
information as they are running. Thus, we adopt a gang-scheduled
approach [25] to ASIP stage execution, and, for correct execution,
all operators should—in the limit —be able exchange messages. It
is unclear how much asynchronous algorithms would benefit from
ASIP in a non-gang-scheduled environment (e.g., repeatedly execute
a smaller set of isolated ASIP tasks). While we empirically evaluate
the effect of minor delays in concurrent processing (Section 6.5),
understanding the implications of entirely non-concurrent execution
is an interesting area for future work.
5.3 Message Routing and Delivery
As we have discussed, there are a number of possible policies
for message routing within the ASIP iterator. One of the simplest
implementations is simple uniform broadcast between parallel ASIP
operator instances: no additional effort is required to configure topol-
ogy nor individual message recipients. This is, in fact, the design we
currently pursue in our prototype and is the basic communication
pattern prescribed by ASIP-SGD and ASIP-ADMM. However,
a range of alternative protocols, including variants of multicast,
point-to-point communication, and aggregation trees are compatible
with the ASIP model. Conceptually, as in Volcano, ASIP’s logical
information exchange primitive enables the system to choose the
best physical instantiation of message routing given the hardware
architecture. However, as networking overhead was not a serious
concern in our empirical analysis, we do not further consider this
optimization here.
Similarly, there is an array of options for providing guarantees on
message delivery, from best-effort delivery to exactly-once and in-
order delivery. In our prototype, we pursue—again—a simple and
pragmatic strategy that we find works well in practice: best-effort
delivery. However, for more demanding analytics tasks, we believe
there is interesting work in understanding the implications of these
more complex delivery policies.
5.4 Managing Data and Control Flow
ASIP messaging in a distributed dataflow system incurs several
overheads not present in a single-site system. Notably, message
serialization incurs substantially higher costs than simple cache-line-
based and/or shared-memory communication. In our prototype, we
found that—especially in a JVM-based system like Spark—the CPU
overheads due to object serialization and deserialization could easily
rival the cycles spent on actual optimization if not carefully used.
To fully leverage the strengths of existing dataflow systems, the
ASIP iterator implementation should not be used as a primary means
of data transfer. Systems like Spark have carefully optimized their
data transfer code paths to account for bulk data transfer; as a con-
crete example, Spark foregoes the use of actors to transfer RDDs
but instead uses a second distribution network that is also aware
of the semantics of task execution “waves” [19]. Rather, program-
mers should use ASIP operator as a means of exchanging control
messages—periodic synchronization between concurrent ASIP op-
erators. This also preserves any native scheduler functionality pro-
viding data locality for individual operator placements. Neither of
our ASIP algorithms uses ASIP for actual data transfer between par-
titions (e.g., re-partitioning training data across machines)—rather,
the ASIP operator conveys information about model updates.
In our prototype implementation of ASIP-SGD, we batch (com-
mutative) gradient updates (as in a MapReduce combiner [23]) to
avoid flooding the network, minimizing ASIP traffic. In our proto-
type implementation of ASIP-ADMM, we rate-limit the sending of
primal variable updates. This reduces the potentially adverse impact
of these additional communication channels.
5.5 Determinism, Fault Tolerance, Stragglers
A common tenet of modern large-scale dataflow engines (in-
cluding Spark) is a requirement for deterministic execution [23, 84].
This decision is a departure from traditional dataflow engines, which
forego mid-query fault tolerance [28]. Nevertheless, at scale, deter-
minism simplifies fault tolerance (simply execute another copy of
the operator) and straggler mitigation (again, replicate the operator).
Requiring determinism ostensibly also assists in debugging.
In contrast, ASIP is non-deterministic except under stringent
restrictions on ASIP message delivery order and, until now, we have
not discussed fault tolerance. It might appear that ASIP is hopelessly
at odds with the these systems’ operational model. However, in the
context of our asynchronous learning tasks, ASIP is actually quite
compatible with these dataflow engines.
In our ASIP implementation, we leverage two key aspects of our
learning tasks. First, neither ASIP-SGD nor ASIP-ADMM (nor
existing, single-node asynchronous analytics implementations) is
serializable, let alone deterministic. Second, their use of the ASIP
operator naturally lends itself to task failure and restart: the peri-
odic exchange of model state provides a means of “catching up”
with the current cluster state without having to write any additional
failure handling routines. Specifically, a key property of ASIP in
the context of these algorithms is that the information exchanged
via the ASIP iterator is sufficient—on its own—to (approximately)
recover the state of a lost physical operator. If a particular partition
fails (or is restarted due to stragglers), the data on that partition
can be re-loaded and the operator re-started; the excellent conver-
gence guarantees of dual averaging and ADMM ensure that, despite
any temporary deviation from the partition’s predecessor state, the
partition’s successor task will eventually converge. Thus, these
algorithms are statistically fault tolerant. We empirically evalu-
ate the effect of restarts in our prototype in the next section, and
demonstrate that, under reasonable delays, system restarts do not
destabilize the ASIP-enabled algorithms.
Many cluster compute tasks are unlike the learning tasks we study
here and will not exhibit this statistical fault tolerance property.
Perennial favorite techniques such as asynchronous checkpointing
and snapshot [52, 56] can substitute for statistical fault tolerance
if needed, and, as always, full task restart is always an option. To
provide stronger guarantees on message ordering (thus enabling
determinism), we could employ a stronger ordering protocol such as
atomic broadcast [41] or other global sequencing layer [73]. Given
that the above strategies are sufficient for the complex analytics
tasks we consider here, we do not consider these alternatives further.
In the event of operator duplication due to straggling, duplicate
partitions may unfairly skew the learning tasks towards the data
in the duplicate partition. One solution to this is to only allow
one partition to push to ASIP at a time. Another is to perform a
more sophisticated equal-share weighting of duplicate partitions’
push messages. The former solution is potentially less efficient,
but the latter strategy unfortunately requires additional application
semantics. We currently adopt the former, which we also evaluate
in the next section.
6. EMPIRICAL STUDY OF ROUTINES
To assess the impact of asynchrony within the ASIP model in
the context of convex programming, we implemented and evalu-
ated the ASIP-SGD and ASIP-ADMM algorithms using ASIP on
top of Spark. We compare against the corresponding synchronous
algorithms implemented directly in the native Spark dataflow ab-
straction. Where possible, we shared the same subroutines and data
representations to isolate the gains due to the asynchrony and the
ASIP model from variations in code quality and optimizations.
As our goal in this work is to study the costs and benefits of asyn-
chronous convex programming routines in general purpose dataflow
systems, we focus our evaluation on our ASIP-based convex pro-
gramming routines within Apache Spark. Accordingly, we explicitly
do not compare against special purpose, non-dataflow computation
platforms (e.g., GraphLab). We expect these specialized systems
to outperform both Spark and our prototype ASIP implementa-
tion for each system’s specialized tasks (e.g., graph computation in
GraphLab). Our objectives in the section are to:
1. Demonstrate that, for well-behaved inputs, the asynchronous
algorithms ASIP-SGD and ASIP-ADMM implemented using
the ASIP model demonstrate relative speedups compared to their
corresponding dataflow-based BSP implementations.
2. Expose a trade-off between iteration speed and stability defined
by the ASIP-SGD and ASIP-ADMM algorithms as well as their
dependence on specific model parameters.
3. Evaluate the adverse impact sof stragglers and machine failures on
the statistical fault tolerance of ASIP-SGD and ASIP-ADMM.
The performance and complexity of each convex programming
task is intimately connected to the size, dimension, and signal of
the underlying data as well as the properties of the loss and regu-
larization functions. Accordingly, we evaluate each algorithm on
four different publicly available datasets using four combinations
of loss and regularization functions. In addition, to understand the
effect of skewed data placement, we also evaluate each algorithm
on specially crafted synthetic datasets.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive
empirical evaluation of distributed synchronous and asynchronous
implementations of convex programming algorithms on real-world
large-scale tasks using a commodity cluster computing framework.
6.1 Experimental Setup
We deployed our prototype a cluster of 16 publicly available EC2
m2.4xlarge worker instances in the Amazon us-west-2 (Oregon)
region. Each instance had 68.4 GB of RAM and an eight-core
Intel Xeon E5-2665 running at 2.4 GHz and was connected to a
commodity Gigabit network. While virtualization can lead to some
variability in network and processor performance, we encountered
limited variability during our system evaluation.
In our experiments, we primarily report the total objective value
Eq. (1) (training loss plus the scaled regularization penalty) as a
function of time. While test error is often a more common metric
for machine learning tasks, it conflates modeling with the inferential
task (estimating the model parameters) that is the focus of convex
programming and the algorithms we study. Moreover, by selecting
a model (loss function, regularization function, and regularization
weighting parameter λ ), the remaining inferential task is entirely
governed by the objective function defined in Eq. (1).
To isolate data-loading costs from the algorithm and system com-
parison (fixed across algorithms), we exclude the time required to
load, format, and appropriately partition the raw input data from
HDFS. However, due to optimizations in Spark which exploit data lo-
cality and in-memory caching, initialization and data-preprocessing
costs were relatively minimal (on the order of 10s of seconds) across
all experiment configurations. This speaks to the advantage of an
integrated systems architecture that leverages existing engineering
effort in data-centric computation.
Our default (and vendor recommended) Spark configuration
launches a separate worker thread for each core on each machine,
leading to a total of 128 active worker threads. As a consequence,
we used 128 ASIP iterators, one per core, with all in-phase
communication mediated through the ASIP interface. To ensure
fair work balance, we evenly distribute the input records across
the 128 worker threads for all datasets. However, for the synthetic
datasets, we adversarially assign records to machines based on the
record values, leading to an even work balance, but with substantial
statistical imbalance in the values (see Section 6.4 for details).
6.2 Algorithms for Comparison
In our analysis, we compare the two asynchronous algorithms,
ASIP-SGD and ASIP-ADMM, with their BSP counterparts—
gradient descent (GD) and alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM)—as well as a naïve averaging algorithm (AVG). AVG, is per-
haps the simplest distributed inference algorithms and divides the
problem among each of the machines and then applies a local fast
SGD solver to solve the problems independently, averaging the final
solution. The AVG algorithm, advocated by [26, 90], provides an
intuitive coordination-avoiding baseline.
The closest BSP analog to ASIP-SGD is (mini)batch gradient
descent. This algorithm iteratively computes the gradient (of a sam-
ple) of the data on each machine, aggregates the gradient across the
cluster, and takes a gradient step. The baseline GD algorithm is taken
directly from the open-source machine learning library (MLlib) built
into Spark [72] and relies on several internal optimizations including
parallel reduction trees for more efficient aggregation. We used the
default minibatch size suggested by Spark, which is the full dataset
size. This is because the Spark sampling routines require a full scan
of the data, which is close to the cost of the gradient calculation.
Our implementation of the ADMM algorithm directly follows
the description in Section 4.2. As a local solver for both ADMM
and ASIP-ADMM, we used mini-batch SGD (Pegasos SVM [66])
with an η/
√
t decreasing step size. This is the same step size
configuration used for ASIP-SGD. The mini-batch SGD algorithm
computes the gradient of the sub-problem with respect to fixed-
sized sample of local records and then applies a gradient step. In
contrast to vanilla SGD (batch size 1), the mini-batch improves the
gradient estimator by averaging over several records. We found that
a batch size of 10 to 100 records generally performed well. In our
experiments we used a batch size of 10 records.
The machine learning literature [12] suggests the use of several
more sophisticated sub-problem solvers for ADMM (i.e., instead of
SGD). We experimented with gradient descent using backtracking
line-search as well as the limited memory variant of the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (l-BFGS) algorithm [15]. While these
techniques slightly improved the local objective value and stability
they substantially increased wall-clock runtime, generally leading
to poor performance as a function of time.
One of the surprising challenges in our experimental deployment
was the algorithms’ sensitivity to the choice of constants (i.e., hy-
perparameters). Both the ADMM quadratic penalty ρ and the SGD
step-size η had a measurable impact on the rate of convergence and
stability. We chose a single, reasonably robust setting for these pa-
rameters that we applied uniformly across the datasets and objective
formulations (see Appendix A, Table 2). Automatically tuning these
parameter for different workloads and perhaps even cluster configu-
rations would likely lead to improved performance and stability at
the cost of complexity.
6.3 Comparison on Real-World Datasets
To compare the performance of each algorithms, we evaluated
them on a range of datasets and training tasks (Figure 3). We
consider four real-world publicly available datasets ranging in both
size and dimensionality.
• The flights [2] dataset consists of over 7M airline flight
records in 8K dimensions describing one-hot encoded char-
acteristics of each flight and whether it was late. As a conse-
quence of the one-hot encoding the flights is highly sparse
and requires only 2.4GB to store in the memory of the cluster.
• The forest [20] dataset (evaluated in [26]), which relates
characteristics of regions of a forest to whether they burn in
a forest fire, is the smallest dataset we used, at only half a
million records and 54 dimensions.
• The largest dataset was wikipedia at 6.7M records in 1000
dimensions (dense). The wikipedia dataset was constructed
by applying feature hashing [81] to encode the bag-of-words
representation of each article in a dense 1000 dimensional
space and then predict the presence of the word database in
each article.
• Finally, the DBLP [1] consists of 2.7M records which, like
wikipedia, were constructed by hashing the title of each
article in DBLP using bag-of-words representation to 1000
dimensional feature space. We predicted, based on the title,
whether an article was written before or after 2007.
In addition to the four real-world datasets, we also evaluated four
different learning tasks, achieved by modifying the solver objective
functions. We constructed each function by combining one of two
common classification loss functions:
Hinge Loss: loss(x,r = ( f ,y)) := max(0,1− yxT f ) (6)
Logistic Loss: loss(x,r = ( f ,y)) := log
(
1+ exp(−yxT f )
)
(7)
corresponding to support vector machines and logistic regression,
respectively, with two common regularization functions:
L1 : reg(x) := ‖x‖1 (8)
L2 : reg(x) :=
1
2
‖x‖22 (9)
corresponding to the Lasso and Tikhonov regularization [13]. In
terms of the complexity of the optimization objective, we expect the
hinge loss and L1 regularization function to be the most challenging
as they are non-smooth and encourage sparse solutions requiring
greater coordination. While it is not reasonable to compare the
objective value across objective functions, we can compare the
relative performance of each algorithm within each learning task.
Across all the combination of objective function and datasets we
observe (Figure 3) a few common trends. In general, naïve averag-
ing performs poorly, while the ASIP-SGD generally substantially
outperforms the other algorithms. In general, the asynchronous
variants ASIP-SGD and ASIP-ADMM out performed their syn-
chronous counterparts, with ASIP-SGD often outperforming GD by
more than an order of magnitude. In particular, if we consider the
average ratio of the objective at 10 seconds into the computation
across all experiments we find that ASIP-SGD is 74 times lower
than that of GD. While the objective of ASIP-ADMM is only 1.2
times lower than that ADMM we show in Figure 6 that in the presence
of a single straggler ASIP-ADMM can yield more than an order of
magnitude reduction in objective value.
The choice of objective value had a noticeable effect on the over-
all convergence. In general, we saw greater variability in the final
objective value for L1 regularization, especially when combined
with the SVM. Because the L1 objective seeks a sparse solution,
it requires greater coordination across processors for convergence,
and, therefore, we would expect algorithms that exploit ASIP com-
munication to converge faster. Indeed, when the L1 objective was
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Figure 3: Evaluation on Real-World Datasets. We plot the objective value Eq. (1) versus runtime (in seconds) for four real-world datasets using
four variations on the objective function. In general we find that ASIP-SGD out-performs all other algorithms though is less stable. Alternatively,
ASIP-ADMM is more stable and generally out-performs its BSP counterpart.
used on the two dense high-dimensional text datasets, we found
that the ADMM based techniques generally performed poorly while
ASIP-SGD was able to quickly attain a much lower objective value.
6.4 Point Cloud: The Effect of Data Skew
To evaluate the effect of a skewed data placement, we introduced
a synthetic dataset with a well understood optimal solution. The
synthetic dataset (see Figure 4) consists of two “point clouds,” with
Gaussian distributions centered at (0,0) and (5,5). Because this
dataset is not separable with a hyperplane passing through the origin,
we also introduce an additional bias dimension (achieved by setting
the third dimension of each point cloud to one). To evaluate skew,
we assigned each machine data points from only one of the two
clouds leading to extreme label bias. As a consequence, using only
the data available to that machine, it is impossible to recover the
optimal solution—communication is required.. Thus, the particular
coordination protocol between machines is essential to computing
the correct answer. While in general such extreme skew is unlikely,
we believe that for sparser datasets and task specific data partitioning,
it is possible that similar skew could be observed in real-world
workloads (e.g., users partitioned by zip code might introduce a
strong bias on a feature such as annual income; this is the “CA-TX”
problem of [26]).
In Figure 5, we plot the objective value of each of the algorithms
as a function of time for the skewed data placement and the uniform
random placement. We show only the SVM+L2 and LR+L1 objectives
since these are the most common objectives (although a similar
behavior was observed for the other objectives). In contrast to
the results on the real-world datasets, we find that ASIP-SGD
generally performs worse on skewed data. This discrepancy is due
in part to the effect of delays in communication and imbalance
in communication across machines playing a key role in the final
solution. Conversely, the more robust behavior achieved by ASIP-
ADMM leads to relatively stable convergence. Interestingly, the
spike in objective at 5 seconds in the execution of ASIP-ADMM
on the skewed dataset is not noise but actually an artifact of a
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Figure 4: Point Cloud Data and Hyperplanes. Here we illustrate the point cloud data set with two classes centered at (0,0) and (5,5). The later
sequence of plots illustrate the execution of the ADMM algorithm. Each of the black lines corresponds to 1 of the 128 hyperplanes computed on each
of the ASIP iterators.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Skewed Synthetic Data. We plot the objective value Eq. (1) versus runtime (in seconds) comparing skewed data
placement with uniform data placement. In general, we find that highly skewed data-placement causes the ASIP-SGD algorithm to diverge.
temporarily suboptimal solution as a fraction of machines must flip
their solutions to achieve consensus.
6.5 Evaluating Straggler Overheads
Stragglers are a surprisingly common phenomena, even on iso-
lated workloads [6, 23, 84]. For example, JVM cluster compute
frameworks such as Spark often experience long garbage collection
pauses. Furthermore the iterative nature of convex programming
algorithm only exacerbates the affect of stragglers.
One of the primary advantages of the ASIP model is that it is
inherently robust to stragglers. By eliminating points of blocking
coordination, the ASIP model mitigates the affect of slower proces-
sors. However, these benefits must be weighted against the possible
statistical imbalance that stragglers might introduce. To assess the
effect of stragglers on the overall objective in a controlled setting,
we introduced a synthetic one second pause every two seconds in
just one of the cores in our cluster. In Figure 6 we plot the ratio of
the objective with pauses to that without pauses at 5 seconds (dark
bar) and 10 seconds (light bar). In general, we notice that the BSP
algorithms tend to perform poorly and in some cases are an order of
magnitude worse than the ASIP algorithms; in the ASIP algorithms,
the straggling processes do not cause the non-straggling processes
to stop processing data. Interestingly, in the smaller forest dataset,
where the optimal solution is obtained quickly, the introduction
of a straggler can temporarily destabilize the solution, but, by 10
seconds, the optimal value is recovered.
6.6 Evaluating Statistical Fault Tolerance
As we discussed in Section 5.5, one of the key features of syn-
chronous dataflow systems like Spark are that they typically as-
sume tasks are deterministic, enabling logical logging based fault-
tolerance; this observation forms the foundation of the Spark fault
tolerance model. Conversely, as we have discussed, ASIP is non-
deterministic, but because ASIP iterators frequently share state, the
important state of the system in our algorithms is already replicated.
Furthermore, the convex programming algorithms are relatively ro-
bust to perturbations in the state of the model enabling fast recovery
from the replicated, inconsistent, state on other machines (i.e., are
statistically fault tolerant).
To determine the degree of statistical fault tolerance under ma-
chine failure, we simulate the failure and relaunch of a machine
(8 iterators) in our cluster. Using the forest dataset, we inject a
machine failure after the initial convergence of 3 seconds and plot
(Figure 7) the relative objective at 5 and 10 seconds (lower is better).
The smaller timescales reflect the relatively fast convergence of the
asynchronous techniques. Nonetheless, in Figure 8 (located in the
appendix), we consider the effect of introducing error after model
convergence (10 seconds) and observe even less of an impact on the
objective value at 15 and 30 seconds. While in practice it may take
longer to detect a failure and transition computation to an alternative
node, we wanted to focus on the impact on the objective and not
the issues related to general cluster management. In general, we
find that the introduction of a node failure has minimal impact in
the overall objective, thus demonstrating statistical fault tolerance
in this scenario.
7. RELATED WORK
Dataflow systems. Recent years have seen a resurgence of in-
terest in distributed dataflow systems [21, 23, 37, 46, 84], both in
research and in industry. These systems continue a long tradition of
expressing large-scale data-parallel computation via dataflow dat-
ing to the earliest relational database systems [6]. Many of these
modern systems, like Spark and MapReduce expose a synchronous
programming model similar to Valiant’s BSP abstraction [74].
In this work, we examine the problem of allowing fine-grained
data transfer for the purposes of asynchronous analytics within an
otherwise synchronous dataflow system. This problem has several
close relatives in the literature from which we draw inspiration. Vol-
cano’s Exchange operator allows transparent parallelization and dis-
tribution of operators [28, 29] (cf. Bubba’s non-transparent bracket
model [10]). Our use of ASIP is inspired by Volcano’s exchange
but is specifically designed as a specialized iterator for fine-grained
asynchronous model sharing rather than general-purpose, coarse-
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Figure 6: Straggler Experiments. Here we assess the affect of stragglers by introducing a period pause in one of the worker cores to simulate a 1
second GC every two seconds. We plot the ratio of the objective (SVM+L2) with the period pause to the objective without pauses (lower is better). The
dark shaded bar is the objective ratio at 5 seconds and the light bar is at 10 seconds. As expected the BSP algorithms are sensitive to stragglers and
in some cases resulting in order of magnitude reductions in overall performance.
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Figure 7: Fault Tolerance Experiment. We plot the ratio of the objective (SVM+L2) after a machine reset 3 seconds into the computation and the
objective without reset (lower is better). The dark shaded bar is the objective ratio at 5 seconds and the light bar is at 10 seconds. In general we find
that the asynchronous algorithms are relatively robust to machine failure.
grained data transfer. ASIP’s non-blocking receive is similar to
Fjords, which enable non-blocking computation on data streams,
provide multi-input iterators, and can also implement Exchange
semantics [54]. Shanmugasundaram et al. also study the problem of
producing partial results in the context of online aggregation [68].
Cyclic dataflow has been studied in several contexts, includ-
ing declarative networking [51], network monitoring [70], and
online query optimization [5]. Chandramouli et al. propose the
Flying-Fixed-Point operator to track forward progress for cyclic
dataflow [16]. Naiad’s Timely Dataflow uses an elaborate, system-
wide timestamping mechanism to track progress and to provide
“consistent,” partially-ordered outputs for cyclic dataflow (i.e., fixed-
point computation) [56]. In contrast, we target entirely asynchronous
data execution between a set of gang-scheduled iterators and there-
fore do not make use of these techniques. Nevertheless, as we have
discussed, efficiently extending these asynchronous analytics to a
non-gang-scheduled environment appears challenging.
In-database analytics. The last several years have also seen
considerable interest in incorporating advanced statistical analyt-
ics into data processing engines at several scales. Within tradi-
tional RDBMS systems, these efforts have centered around bringing
advanced features such as various clustering [59] and classifica-
tion [17, 31, 55, 60, 77] techniques, Monte Carlo sampling [40, 82],
and graphical models and related inference techniques [64, 78, 86]
to the database. A related set of efforts has sought to provide unified
in-RDBMS processing capability—that is, common infrastructure
for supporting these tasks [3], including MADLib [32] and Bis-
marck [26], which provide high-level user interfaces and enable
easy addition of new algorithms. In parallel, we have seen a rise
of in interest in distributed cluster computation frameworks, with
both custom implementations of particular advanced analytics al-
gorithms [8, 47, 61, 69, 75] as well as general-purpose analytics
packages such as SystemML [27], MLBase [43], MLI [72], Vowpal
Wabbit [44], GraphLab [52], and Cumulon [36] to facilitate them.
Our goal in this work is to efficiently support asynchronous complex
analytics in a generic, distributed dataflow environment.
Convex programming and asynchronous algorithms. The prob-
lem of distributed convex optimization has a long history in the
literature [13], predating the development of relational algebra by
several decades. There are a variety of techniques from this lit-
erature that have received considerable theoretical attention and
some experimental evaluation; in this paper, we discussed and eval-
uated several, including distributed averaging [9, 26, 90], BSP-style
gradient descent [72], and ADMM [12].
As we have discussed, our work builds on a trend towards asyn-
chrony in the learning literature. Among this literature, several
studies stand out. Most pragmatically, DimmWitted exploits the
trade-offs inherent in shared-memory statistical analytics [87]; here,
we study the problem of multi-node coordination present in the
distributed environment, which brings higher latency and a different
set of trade-offs. This work is complementary to ours insofar as our
approach is largely agnostic to the local solver on each machine but
is instead concerned with coordinating between solvers.
More theoretically, Wei and Ozdaglar [80] propose a variant of
ADMM in which, in each round, a randomly chosen set of pro-
cesses (synchronously) takes an ADMM step. This algorithm and a
closely related mechanism proposed by Iutzeler et al. [38] provide
excellent theoretical convergence guarantees but are, nevertheless,
synchronous, and are not evaluated in practice [80]. Zhang et al.
leverage partial synchrony and bounded delay to similarly allow
additional asynchrony in ADMM execution [88] and provide—as
one of few instances in the ADMM literature—an experimental eval-
uation of their algorithm on a distributed 18-node MPI cluster and
synthetic datasets. Their bounded asynchrony is more constrained
than our ASIP-ADMM implementation.
Several recent systems exploit a parameter server to facilitate
state sharing during distributed asynchronous model training [18,
22, 35, 49]. These parameter servers effectively act as a two-level
aggregation tree for updates, and individual parameter servers ex-
pose different data consistency models, such as bounded staleness or
causal consistency. These systems closely resemble key-value stores
with extensions for abstract data types like vectors, do not support
general computation (i.e., are highly specialized for tasks like deep
learning [18, 22]), and do not, in general, provide a complete cluster
management framework (i.e., the parameter server itself is used by
a set of parallel processes external to the server). Thus, while these
systems are indeed useful, we seek a more generally applicable
architecture for asynchronous state sharing that is compatible with
existing, widely deployed dataflow systems like Spark (i.e., one
that does not require installing another separate system simply for
performing complex analytics). Parameter servers simplify partial
replication of models, but, given the duality of message passing and
shared memory [4, 45], such optimizations are also applicable to the
ASIP iterator interface.
Related database systems concepts. Our resulting ASIP im-
plementation has several close relatives in the broader database
literature. As noted in Section 4, standard ADMM is reminis-
cent of the distributed numerical consensus achieved by the Es-
crow method [58] and the Demarcation protocol [7]. Related tech-
niques for re-balancing and/or bounding numerical error across
replicas [57, 83] are similarly applicable to the problem of main-
taining ASIP-ADMM consensus variables, which we have only
touched upon in this work. Our implementation of ASIP is rem-
iniscent of Sideways Information Passing in traditional dataflow
architectures [39], which allows data transfer between parallel op-
erators and has been successfully applied in diverse domains such
as join [53] and magic set [65] evaluation. We develop the ASIP
iterator interface as a means of achieving similar, fine-grained data
sharing between a set of primary operators that repeatedly accesses
data (i.e., implement UDA functionality for repeated passes of par-
titioned data). As a useful lens on our techniques, the sharing of
primal variables in ASIP-ADMM can be considered an instance of
query shipping [42] (instead of data/delta shipping, as in [63]).
Finally, the ASIP framework shares some similarities with the
actor model [33]. Indeed, (largely as a convenience) we lever-
aged the Akka actor system implementation used in Spark for data
transfer in the ASIP iterator. However, unlike actors, the ASIP
iterators are pull-based, inherently data-centric, and their creation
is managed by the by dataflow system and not the user defined
logic. These restrictions simplify our design and provide additional
latitude in managing partitioning of the data and movement of in-
formation across operators—providing a sweet spot in the design
space between a lower-level primitive like MPI [30] or sockets and
higher-level programming models such as actors.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented the ASIP abstraction to enable
asynchronous complex analytics within the context of traditional,
data-parallel (and otherwise synchronous) dataflow systems. ASIP
presents an iterator-centric programming model with a special
ASIP iterator used to communicate asynchronously between
concurrent iterator instances within a single dataflow stage. We
ported two popular convex programming algorithms—SGD and
ADMM—to our prototype implementation of the ASIP on top of
the Spark dataflow system. By leveraging the statistical robustness
of these operators, we provide fault tolerant implementations that
substantially outperform their synchronous counterparts written
directly in Spark.
While the ASIP abstraction is targeted at asynchronous complex
analytics tasks, it would be interesting to extend them to more
general computation tasks (e.g., early stopping criteria for online
aggregation [68]). This will undoubtedly require modifications to
the fault tolerance model, including more complex checkpointing
schemes.
We also believe it would be interesting to allow ASIP algorithms
to be executed deterministically in order to better support debugging
and replay. One strategy for accomplishing this would be to divide
ASIP operator execution into finite epochs (e.g., by periodically
pausing the operator execution thread) and only allowing ASIP oper-
ator message delivery within epochs. Checkpointing each operator’s
input queue (e.g., as an RDD) would enable deterministic replay,
albeit at a cost to both storage and runtime overheads.
Finally, we are interested in exploring alternative communication
patterns including aggregation trees to reduce the cost of ASIP
iterator use during the exchange of larger models than those we
consider here. We suspect that adapting mechanisms such as the
demarcation protocol [7], escrow transactional method [58], and
approximate replication techniques [57] to track divergence between
solvers and reduce sharing will further reduce these costs.
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APPENDIX
A. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The choice of algorithm parameters can have a considerable im-
pact in the overall performance of each algorithm. We made a best
effort to find consistent parameters settings for each of the algo-
rithms. While we explored tuning these parameters on a per-dataset
basis we ultimately settled on a single set of consistently performing
default parameters which are summarized in Table 2.
GD
Batch Size all records in partition
SGD η0 1e-1
ADMM
Primal residual ε 1.0e-5
Lagrangian ρ 1.0e-2
Primal solve max. SGD iterations 10000
SGD η0 1e-1
SGD batch size 10 records
ASIP-SGD
Maximum ASIP push rate once per 10ms
SGD steps between ASIP poll requests 10
SGD η0 1e-1
SGD batch size 10 records
ASIP-ADMM
Maximum ASIP push rate once per 100ms
Primal residual ε 1.0e-5
Primal solve max. SGD iterations 10000
Lagrangian ρ 1.0e-2
Records per gradient step 10
SGD η0 1e-1
SGD batch size 10 records
Table 2: Summary of parameters used in experiments
A.1 Fault Tolerance Experiments:
To better understand the fault tolerance behavior we also consid-
ered the effect of introducing a machine failure later in the program
execution after convergence (at 10 seconds rather than 3 seconds).
In Figure 8 we plot the ratio of the objective with a fault over the
objective without a fault. Again we observe that the algorithm
naturally recovers to a similar objective value.
B. ASIP PSEUDOCODE
In section 4 we provided a high-level sketch of the ASIP convex
programming algorithms. Here we provide a more detailed pre-
sentation of the implementation of these algorithms in the ASIP
programming model using a scala like syntax as well as their sim-
pler BSP counter-parts. In both cases we note the similarity in their
complexity and design.
In Listing 1 we implement the user defined function (UDF) for
our distributed stochastic gradient descent solver. At a high-level
this algorithm closely follows the traditional serial algorithm with
the added loop over the ASIP iterator and horizontal broadcast
(asip.push). In comparison, the basic batch gradient descent
algorithm (Listing 2) is not much simpler than the ASIP formu-
lation of distributed asynchronous gradient descent. The ASIP-
DualAveraging algorithm (Listing 3) shares some similarity with
the SGD algorithm though the primal updates are a more uniformly
weighted sum of the dual updates. In practice we found that the
ASIP-SGD algorithm generally performs better.
def sgdUDF(data: Input,
asip: ASIPIterator) = {
// External Constants
val eta = 1.0 // Learning rate
val regParam = 1.0 // Regularization parameter
var w = InitialModel()
var wOld = null
var t = 0
for (t in 1 to T)
wOld = w
while (asip.hasNext) {
w = w - (eta / sqrt(t)) * asip.next()
}
val (x, y) = data.nextWithLoop()
val grad = lossGradient(w, (x, y)) +
regParam * regGradient(w)
w = w - (eta / sqrt(t)) * grad
asip.push(grad)
}
return w
}
Listing 1: ASIP-SGD: The implementation of the ASIP user
defined function for the SGD algorithm
// External constants
val eta = 1.0 // Learning rate
val regParam = 1.0 // Regularization parameter
var w = InitialModel()
var wOld = null
var t = 0
for (t in 1 to T) {
wOld = w
val grad = data.map { case (y, x) =>
lossGradient(w, (x, y))
}.avg() + regParam * regGradient(w)
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Figure 8: Additional Fault Tolerance Experiments. We plot the ratio of the objective (SVM+L2) after a machine reset 10 seconds into the
computation and the objective without reset (lower is better). The dark shaded bar is the objective ratio at 15 seconds and the light bar is at 30
seconds. In general we find that the asynchronous algorithms are relatively robust to machine failure.
w = w - (eta / sqrt(t)) * grad
}
return w
Listing 2: Batch Gradient Descent: An implementation of
batch gradient descent using the standard dataflow operators.
def dualAveragingUDF(data: Input,
asip: ASIPIterator) = {
// External constants
val eta = 1.0 // Learning rate
val regParam = 1.0 // Regularization parameter
var dualSum = ZeroVector()
var dual = ZeroVector()
var w = InitialModel()
var wOld = null
for (t in 1 to T) {
wOld = w
while (asip.hasNext) {
dualSum = dualSum + asip.next()
}
val (x, y) = data.nextWithLoop()
val grad = lossGradient(w, (x, y)) +
regParam * regGradient(w)
dualOld = dual
dual = dualSum / nWorkers + grad
w = -(eta / sqrt(t)) * dual
asip.push(dual - dualOld)
}
return w
}
Listing 3: ASIP Dual-Averaging UDF
In Listing 4 we present the ASIP formulation of the ADMM
algorithm. The ASIP formulation, closely follows the synchronous
variant of ADMM with a horizontal exchange stage before applying
the consensus and dual updates. In Listing 5 we present the similar
BSP formulation. As before the BSP and ASIP formulations share
similar structure and implementation complexity.
def admmUDF(data: Input,
asip: ASIPIterator) = {
// External constants
val eta = 1.0 // Learning rate
val regParam = 1.0 // Regularization parameter
val rho = 1.0 // Consensus parameter
val nodes = 128 // Number of iterators
var primalAvg = ZeroVector()
var dualAvg = ZeroVector()
var consensus = InitialModel()
var w = InitialModel()
var wOld = Empty()
var dual = ZeroVector()
for (k in 1 to K) {
wOld = w
// Primal Update
var t = 0
while ( change(w) < eps ) {
val (x, y) = data.nextWithLoop()
val grad = lossGradient(w, (x, y))
+ dual + rho * (w - consensus)
w = w - (eta / sqrt(t)) * grad
t += 1
}
// Exchange
asip.push((w - wOld, dual dualOld) / nodes)
while (asip.hasNext) {
(primalAvg, dualAvg) += asip.next()
}
// Consensus Update
consensus = consensusProx(primalAvg, dualAvg)
// Dual Update
val dualOld = dual
dual = dual + rho * (consensus - z)
}
return consensus
}
Listing 4: ASIP ADMM UDF
// External constants
val eta = 1.0 // Learning rate
val regParam = 1.0 // Regularization parameter
val rho = 1.0 // Consensus parameter
val nodes = 128 // Number of iterators
var consensus = spark.Broadcast(InitialModel())
var consensusOld = Empty()
var primalDual = spark.parallelize(
Array.fill(nodes)((InitialModel(), Zero()))
)
for (k in 1 to K) {
primalDual = data.zipPartitions(primalDual) {
(data, Iterator(w), Iterator(dual)) =>
// Primal Update
var t = 0
var w = InitialModel()
val z = consensus.value
while ( change(w) < eps ) {
val (x, y) = data.nextWithLoop()
val grad = lossGradient(w, (x, y))
+ dual + rho * (w - z)
w = w - (eta / sqrt(t)) * grad
t += 1
}
Iterator((w, dual))
).cache()
// Collect primal and dual averages
val (wAvg, dualAvg) = primalDual.avg()
val z = consensusFun(wAvg, dualAvg)
// Broadcast consensus value
consensusOld = consensus
consensus = spark.Broadcast(consensus)
// Execute dual update in parallel
primalDual.map { case (w, dual) =>
dual + rho * (w - consensus.value)
}
}
return consensus
Listing 5: BSP-ADMM: A BSP implementation of ADMM us-
ing dataflow operators.
C. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS:
The convex programming methods we considered here require
that we be able to construct the gradient (or sub-gradient) of the
loss and regularization terms in the objective. Below we derive the
corresponding sub-gradients for the loss functions:
∇whingeLoss(w,(y,x)) = ∇w(1− ywT x)
=
{
−yw if ywT x < 1
0 otherwise
∇wlogisticLoss(w,(y,x)) =
∇w((1− y) log
(
1−σ(wT x)
)
+ y logσ(wT x))
=
(
y−σ(wT x)
)
x
and for the regularization penalties:
∇wL2(w) = ∇w
1
2
||w||22 = w
∇wL1(w) = ∇w|w|1 =

−1 if w < 0
[−1,1] if w = 0
1 if w > 0
D. ADMM
While Boyd et al. [12] provide an exceptional overview of the
mathematical background behind the ADMM algorithm, in this
section we summarize the key details used in this work.
We employ the method of dual-decomposition to break the sin-
gle convex programming problem into a collection of p convex
programming problems one for each of p processors (iterators):
minimize
wrt. w1,...,wp,z
1
|D|
p
∑
i=1
∑
r∈Di
loss(wi,r)+λ reg(z)
subject to wi = z
(10)
where we have partitioned the data across machines and constrained
the solutions to the sub-problems to match a shared variable z. Note
that a solution to this problem is also a solution to the original convex
programming problem. We introduce an additional augmenting
term to the above equation without changing the optimal values of
w1, . . . ,wp and z:
minimize
wrt. w1,...,wp,z
1
|D|
p
∑
i=1
(
∑
r∈Di
loss(wi,r)+
ρ
2
‖wi− z‖22
)
+λ reg(z)
subject to wi = z
(11)
When the constraints are satisfied then ρ2 ‖wi− z‖22 = 0. The in-
troduction of this additional term will play an important role in
smoothing the sub-problems and enabling an analytic z update.
Thus far the constraints wi = z couple each sub-problem mak-
ing it difficult to solve in parallel. However, we can remove the
constraints wi = z by introducing Lagrange multipliers and moving
the constraints into the objective. We thus obtain the following
Lagrangian:
L({wi}p1 ,z,{µi}p1) =
1
|D|
p
∑
i=1
(
∑
r∈Di
loss(wi,r)+µTi (wi− z)+
ρ
2
‖wi− z‖22
)
+λ reg(z)
(12)
leading to the dual formulation of the problem:
max
µ1,...,µp
(
min
w1,...,wp,z
L({wi}p1 ,z,{µi}p1)
)
(13)
Assuming strong duality (which can be shown under mild assump-
tions) the solution to this dual problem is a solution to our original
problem.
We can solve the dual problem (Eq. (13)) in stages by alternating
between primal and dual updates, hence the name Alternating Di-
rection Method of (dual) Multipliers. The ADMM algorithm is then
broken into the following sequence of iterates:
wi← argminwi
(
∑
r∈Di
loss(wi,r)+µTi (wi− z)+
ρ
2
‖wi− z‖22
)
(14)
z← argmin
z
p
∑
i=1
µTi (wi− z)+
ρ
2
‖wi− z‖22 +λ reg(z) (15)
µi← µi +ρ(wi− z) (16)
The primal updates in equations 14 and 15 solve convex sub-
problems while the dual update in equation 16 adjusts the
sub-problems towards agreement.
The ADMM decomposition of the convex programming problem
has a few useful properties. First Eq. (14) and Eq. (16) can be solved
locally on each processor without access to the data or state on either
processors. Second Eq. (15) can be further simplified:
z← argmin
z
λ reg(z)+
zT pρ
2
(z−2w¯− µ¯) (17)
where w¯ = (1/p)∑i wi and µ¯ = (1/p)∑i µi are the averages of the
variables on each processor.
